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This work “Why do we learn English language?” introduces that language is the means of 
communication; it enables people to understand each other. All the people say: «Undoubtedly, 
English is number one that every person should learn». So, why do we learn English? Particular 
attention is focused on learning English for students, to motivate them. The characteristic features 
of necessity of English are highlighted and described in the research. The relevance of this article 
is English widespread now in all spheres of our life. English is provided the most significant 
language even in the small towns. The results of the study that English is popular in the whole 
world, in all spheres of our life. 
Key words: English language, student, reason for learning English, English in all spheres, 
English in the world.  
 
The problem of the research is wherever you go, you need English. Actuality of this work 
is English widespread now in all spheres of our life. About the quarter of the Earth population talks 
now and also a milliard studies English. The object of the work: a sphere of using English language 
in life. The subject of research is English Language. The goal of the work: to make sure that 
English becomes inalienable part of everyday life; to probe spheres English is widespread in. To 
attain the goal next tasks were put: to look, how English gets to the different spheres of our life; to 
analyze reasons of the increased influence of English; to find out how English is spreading among 
the teenagers. Methods of research: search; analysis; questioning; supervision. Practical value of 
the work is for students who are interested in English language and cross-cultural relationships.  
There are many people in the world, and most of them have their own languages. Some 
languages are spoken by many people, for example, Russian or Chinese. Other languages are 
spoken by a few people, for example, languages of Native Americans, Maori languages. Some 
languages are very difficult because of their grammar and phonetics, while other languages are 
easier. But anyway learning a foreign language is a difficult task which takes a lot of time and 
energy.  It is necessary to learn a foreign language, that’s why pupils have got such a subject as a 
foreign language at school. Nowadays students take examinations or tests in the 4th, 6th, 8th - 11th  
forms. Also, learning other languages is learning the life of countries. Moreover, there are 
international friendship camps in the world. If you can speak foreign languages, it will be easy for 
you to visit such camps and speak with the boys, girls, men, women who do not know Russian.  
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So, there are advantages of knowing foreign languages. Firstly, it enables to travel and 
socialize with the natives. Secondly, it enables to find work almost anywhere in the world. Next, 
to get on well with all kinds of people, with men and women of all ages and of various nationalities. 
Finally, to adjust to different ways of life. 
Where are you interested in? Is it Science? Music?  Computers? Health? Business? Sports? 
Today’s media such as the internet, television and the press — gives almost unlimited access to 
knowledge about favorite subjects. But, there is only one problem. Most of this knowledge is in 
English. Here are some examples: most pages on the web. That’s over a billion (1 000 000 000) 
pages of information! It’s amazing that learning just one language gives you access to almost all 
knowledge on the Internet. Books, any subject, from all over the world, read books by British or 
American authors and books translated from other languages. The press only English language 
magazines and newspapers can be bought in every part of the world. English is the key to the world 
of science. In 1997 95% of the articles in the science were written in English. News reports 
International Television Networks such as CNN International and NBC. They broadcast news 
much faster and more professionally than smaller national networks. And you can watch them 
everywhere in the world. English is an official language in 44 countries. In many other ones it is 
the language of business, commerce and technology. Put “excellent knowledge of English” on CV. 
Get your dream job, and earn more money. English is the language of technology, especially high 
technology like computer science, genetics, and medicine. Learn computer science. Read technical 
articles without difficulty. Be a world-class business man. It’s simple. International business is 
done in English. And all business today is international.  
In short, English helps to live easier. Do a lot of things, contact people from all over the 
world, talk about ideas and opinions on the Internet discussion, send e-mail to interesting people, 
learn about life and culture and travel.  
We live in Dzhalil small town in the republic of Tatarstan. It is far from the large central 
cities, but the influence of English is essential, too. This fact is confirmed by the results of the 
questionnaire among 100 pupils of all forms of the school. In this diagram №1 you can see the 
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There were such variants as: for future profession-36%; for fun and pleasure-8%; for 
communication and corresponding with friends abroad-18%; for listening to popular music 
groups-14%; for watching satellite programs-3%; for exploring the Internet-11%; for reading 
foreign writers and poets in original-4%; because teachers force -6%; I am at a loss to answer-1%. 
Such results show that the most part of students understand English will help them with profession. 
Students like English and use it for communication. English helps in listening to music, reading, 
watching TV, exploring the Internet, sending messages. But there are people who learn English 
just because teachers force them. And the smallest number is at a loss to answer. Finally, we’ve 
come to a definite conclusion that English influence to a great extent. English is famous, popular 
and necessary. English opens us new horizons and opportunities. At last English – best hope for 
world language! And diagram №2 proves that the English is a meaningful language in the life of 
any teenager. 
   






From the 3d diagram evidently, that attitude towards signboards in English language 
changes with age. The students of fifth class relate to the signboards in English language positively, 





Can you imagine your life without English in 
the future?
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Every year the amount of children who study in special centers, schools, summer linguistic 
camps increase in the towns of the Republic of Tatarstan. Now many teenagers think that English 
is the most meaningful and suitable for them in the future. And these diagrams №4, 5 prove that 
English is the most essential for teenagers to date. So, you should know not only your own 
language but also English too! 
Wherever you appear on the Earth - you certainly will hear English speech everywhere. 
English is popular in the whole world, in all spheres of our life. Today English occupies special 
position not only in adults’ life but also in teenagers’ life too and transforms to language of 
international intercourse of all humanity. We have researched our work and now we can say 
confidently that really English can become the language of humanity. In the whole, global English 
is becoming the most wide-spread language on the planet and it may become the first language of 
humanity and of course, we will continue to work harder and make researches on English. 
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Role of English in your life
